




8-3L.440 REQUIRED FINDINGS FOR GRANTING A VARIANCE The Planning Commission shall not grant any 

variance unless all of the following findings are made:  

A. There are exceptional or extraordinary circumstances or conditions applying to the property or 

intended use that do not apply generally to other properties in the same zone or vicinity and 

which result from lot sizes or shape legally existing prior to the adoption of this chapter, 

topography, or other circumstances over which the applicant has no control;  

 

Due to the fact the applicant worked with the City and ODOT to allow an arterial street to 

essentially cut the property into two smaller pieces, the applicant has twice as many perimeter 

setbacks to deal with than if the parcel had just remained one large parcel. Also,the irregular 

shape of the subject property created by this serpentine street makes it impossible to achieve 

the density allowed with the current parking standards. This is a highly unusual situation that 

does not apply to other parcels, having your parcel of land cut into two irregular parcels to serve 

the greater good of the community is a not typical . 

 

B. The variance is necessary for the preservation of a property right of the applicant which is 

substantially the same as is possessed by the owners of other property in the same zone or 

vicinity;  

The subject property has the majority of its frontage along Suncrest Rd. which requires a 

substantial amount of area be allocated as set back, this area can not  be used for building or 

parking and is not big enough to qualify for a recreation area, basically wasted space. The 

applicant needs this variance to be made whole again for their cooperation in allowing Suncrest 

Rd. to run through their property. 

 

C. The variance would not be detrimental to the purposes of this chapter, the objectives of any City 

development plan or policy, the goals, policies or text of the Comprehensive Plan, or other 

property in the zone or vicinity in which the property is located;  

 

A reduced parking requirement is one of the recommendations of the housing needs analysis 

that the Planning Commission just recommended to approve. So this request by the applicant is 

actually the direction the City would like to move in. 

 

D. The variance requested is the minimum variance from the provisions and standards of this 

chapter, which will alleviate the hardship. 

 

The requested variance is the minimum required that helps alleviate the hardship.  
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